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Abstract. We present an approach to monitor the parity of wave functions of
electronic states of bulk solids, which was elaborated on the model Ag/W(110)
system. The dispersion of quantum-well (QW) states formed in the thin Ag
layer was examined by means of angle-resolved photoemission. The obtained
experimental data were compared with results of layer Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker
calculations. We found that aroundk points, where the two-dimensional QW
bands cross the projected bulk bands of the W substrate of the same symmetry,
broad hybridization gaps in the QW distributions are observed. Careful analysis
based on a symmetry approach for the electronic bands in the Ag monolayer
and the W substrate suggests that respective gaps may generally be taken as a
fingerprint for the interaction with substrate states ofevenparity with respect to
the emission plane. We anticipate that QW states may be used as a probe for
symmetry properties of strongly correlated states in systems like heavy-fermion
compounds that are difficult to access theoretically within anab initio approach.
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1. Introduction

Experimental and theoretical studies demonstrate that the parity of wave functions of electronic
states governs many phenomena in strongly correlated electron systems [1] and provides a key
for a deeper understanding of such effects as, for example, heavy-fermion behaviour [2, 3]. At
the same time information on the parity of wave functions of electronic states in these systems
is hardly available from theoretical approaches, but highly motivated and strongly desirable for
a careful and reliable interpretation of such phenomena. In order to gain experimental insight
into the symmetry properties of electronic states in solids we draw attention to the phenomenon
of quantum wells (QW) in thin overlayers of metals. QW states in metallic nanostructures have
already been objects of continued interest for more than 20 years, nevertheless, they exhibit
permanently novel fascinating phenomena. In the case of a thin film, the physical origin of the
formation of the QW states is the confinement of electrons by potential barriers at the surface
and the interface. The latter can be induced by energy or symmetry gaps of the substrate. As a
consequence, the dispersion of the energy band being continuous in the bulk of the crystal breaks
up into discrete energy statesE(k⊥) for the momentum direction perpendicular to the surface
of the thin film. These discrete QW states can be probed by angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) [4]. Parallel to the surface, electrons experience a periodic potential,
therefore the band structure consists of a set of so-called QW subbands. These subbands
reveal an almost two-dimensional behaviour that may, however, be affected dramatically by
interactions with three-dimensional bands of the substrate.

Recently, it has been shown that the continuous dispersion of QW subbands breaks up near
the edges of projected bulk bands of the supporting material [5]–[8] and in this way permits
insight into ground-state properties of the substrate. In particular, such unusual dispersion of
QW subbands was experimentally observed for the Ag/Ge(111) system and explained in terms
of many body interactions [6]. Later on, it was established that in a Cu/Co/Cu(001) magnetic
multilayer structure [7] penetration of the sp-like QW state from the non-magnetic Cu layer
into the Co barrier layer and its coupling with Co minority states leads to non free-electron-like
dispersion of quantized states, too. This offers an intriguing opportunity to tune the strength
of electron coupling in magnetic multilayer structures [7]. Lately, it was shown in [9] that
the energy dependence of the phase of QW states can be used as an elegant instrument to
probe electronic bands of underlying materials. This indirect possibility to explore electronic
properties applying QW states is of decisive importance for correlated systems, where direct
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photoemission (PE) excitation leads to final states that are very different as compared to the
initial states.

Basically, experimental studies of QW states in thin layers of simple metals like Au, Ag,
Mg, Al, etc, offer an interesting opportunity: deposition of a thin layer of appropriate material
onto the surface of the studied strong correlated system leads to the appearance of QW states
within the layer with particular (s-, p- or even d-) angular-momentum character. Then, possible
deviations from a monotonic dispersion of the two-dimensional QW bands and, in particular,
the appearance of gaps indicates a coupling between QW- and substrate bands with wave
functions of the same parity. Since the symmetry properties of two-dimensional QW bands
can be determined easily, they may be used successfully as fingerprints to probe the parity of
substrate bands. Note that the parity data provide information about site-specific localization
of electron densities that may be directly used, e.g. to understand interactions in correlated
materials like heavy-fermion systems (f–d hybridization).

However, a detailed experimental analysis of subband dispersion requires that the QW
states of the overlayer are unambiguously related to the thickness of the film, or in other words
should be atomic-layer resolved. Otherwise the subbands represent bunches of components
corresponding to different thicknesses of the film [6].

Therefore, we chose the Ag/W(110) system for our experiments, which represents in this
respect an ideal candidate for studying coupling phenomena between substrate and overlayer
states. It was demonstrated that deposition of thin layers of Ag metal on W(110) leads to
formation of atomic-layer resolved QW states in a widek and energy range [10, 11] that
gives the opportunity to explore their subbands structure with ARPES. Moreover, this system
was studied carefully by means of scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [12]. The obtained
STM data can be used for a proper structure model necessary for a quantitative theoretical
analysis. In the present paper, we demonstrate by means of an ARPES study of Ag/W(110) and
layer Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker (LKKR) calculations that energy crossings of QW and some
substrate energy bands lead to the formation of broad hybridization gaps around thek point of
the crossings.

2. Experimental details

The ARPES experiments were performed using a photoelectron spectrometer equipped with a
Scienta SES-200 hemispherical electron-energy analyser and a high-flux He-resonance lamp
(Gammadata VUV-5010) in combination with a grating monochromator. All PE spectra were
acquired at a photon energyhν = 40.8 eV (He IIα) and room temperature with an angular
resolution of 0.3◦ and a total-system energy resolution of 50 meV. Electron band dispersions
were measured along the [001]-direction (0–H) of the surface Brillouin zone (BZ) of W(110)
by varying the polar emission angle. The samples were preparedin situunder ultra high vacuum
conditions at a base pressure of 1× 10−10 mbar. Thin films of Ag were deposited on a W(110)
substrate kept at room temperature, with a deposition rate of 0.5 Å min−1 monitored by a quartz
microbalance. The film thickness was crosschecked by the presence of layer-resolved QW
states. Prior to film preparation, the substrate was carefully cleaned by repeated cycles of heating
up to 1300◦C in oxygen atmosphere for 15 min each (with a partial pressure of 5× 10−8 mbar)
and subsequent flashing up to 2300◦C. The crystalline quality was monitored by low-energy
electron diffraction and PE data gave no hints of chemical contaminations.
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Figure 1. Experimental angle-resolved PE spectra taken in normal emission
geometry from clean W(110) and Ag/W(110) at various coverages.

3. Experimental results

Angle-resolved PE spectra recorded in normal emission geometry from the clean W(110)-
surface and after deposition of Ag films of various thicknesses are presented in figure1. The
strong electron emission signal from W 5d states observed around∼1.5 eV binding energy (BE)
is strongly suppressed upon silver deposition and completely disappears in the spectrum for the
film thickness of about 1 monolayer (ML). This phenomenon is well known from, e.g. studies of
rare-earth films on W(110), where even in case of monolayer coverage the substrate emission is
almost completely quenched. However, quantitative theoretical description of this phenomenon
is still lacking since the analysis of the respective interfaces by means of slab or LKKR approach
demands the assumption of a well-defined periodicity of the whole system that is violated. The
presence of an Ag overlayer is reflected by strong Ag 4d derived emission between 4 and 7 eV
BE that are visible even at submonolayer coverage. With increasing amount of silver atoms on
the surface the shape of the Ag 4d derived signal changes and approaches that of Ag metal at a
coverage of about 2 ML. Of particular interest is the BE range of 0–4 eV. Here, it is possible to
observe two distinct features at 3.2 and 2.4 eV BE, which represent QW states derived from the
nearly-free-electron-like Ag sp band [10, 11]. Formation of these well-defined peaks indicates
a smooth growth of silver overlayers in the monolayer regime with a roughness of the films
of the order of one monolayer. This behaviour is in agreement with a recent STM study of Ag
growth on W(110) [12]. Observation of atomic-layer resolved QW peaks offers the opportunity
to explore the evolution of their dispersion. To this end, we performed careful band mapping of
the clean W(110)-surface and Ag film of different coverages. In figure2, we illustrate the results
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Figure 2. PE intensity distributions obtained along the0–H direction of the
surface BZ of clean W(110) (top panel) as well as∼0.8 ML (middle) and 1.5 ML
Ag/W(110) (bottom). PE intensities are plotted in a colour scale representation
as a function of polar emission angle. Light colours denote high intensity while
dark colours are used for low intensity regions. The dashed lines are guides to
the eye to follow the area of a projected W(110) bulk bandgap.

of such two-dimensional band structure mapping obtained from the clean W(110)-surface (top
panel) and after deposition of Ag metal of a nominal thickness∼0.8 and 1.5 ML, respectively
(middle and bottom panels). Inspecting the band topology of clean W(110), one observes a
large bell-shaped energy gap around the0 point. The border of this gap is marked in figure2
by a dashed line. Upon deposition of silver onto the atomically clean W surface considerable
changes in the band topology occur, and for a nominal thickness of about 0.8 ML (middle panel)
one observes that the gap is filled with a free-electron-like parabolic band (QW 1) around the
0 point with a minimum at 3.2 eV BE. Upon further deposition of Ag, a second parabolic band
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Figure 3. Series of angle-resolved PE spectra of∼1.5 ML Ag/W(110) taken
along the0 – H -direction of the surface BZ of W(110).

QW 2fills the bell-shaped gap with a minimum at 2.4 eV BE. These new bands can readily be
identified as QW subbands associated with film thickness of one and two silver monolayers,
respectively.

Careful analysis of the Ag QW bands dispersion in figure2 (bottom panel) reveals two
observations: (i) outside the W(110) bandgap the intensity of the QW states drops, and (ii) the
shape of the dispersion is not entirely parabolic but reveals gaps in the region of the W substrate
band crossings. For a more pictorial view of this unusual behaviour, we present in figure3 a
series of angle-resolved PE spectra taken along the0–H -direction of the surface BZ of W(110)
for a coverage∼1.5 ML.

In order to explore the dispersion and intensity behaviour in more detail, we concentrated
on the region of the gaps and repeated measurements with enhanced angular resolution (up to
0.1◦). For further analysis we chose the 1 ML Ag/W(110) system, since here only theQW 1
subband is visible that simplifies the analysis. The obtained experimental results are presented
in figure4(a) in a three-dimensional plot of the PE signal as a function of polar emission angle
and BE. The strong splitting and ‘kink’-like behaviour of theQW 1subband near the W band
edge is clearly visible.

4. Theoretical calculations

4.1. LKKR approach

In order to simulate the PE spectra, we have modelled the Ag overlayer in the following way:
assuming that for 1 ML Ag most of the silver atoms still reside in or very near to tungsten
bcc substrate positions [12], the substrate lattice was continued into the vacuum and the lattice
sites closest to the W(110)-surface were occupied by Ag atoms. As a next step, the electronic
structure of a slab of five W atomic layers covered on both sides by Ag monolayers was
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional presentation for 1 ML Ag/W(110) system of: (a)
angle-resolved PE data acquired along the0–H -direction in a proximity of
the crossing of theQW 1 subband and projected bulk bands of tungsten and
(b) spectral function calculated by means of the LKKR method fork|| along
0–H -direction.

calculated by means of a full-relativistic version [13] of the linear-muffin-tin-orbital (LMTO)
method [14]. The calculated self-consistent potentials of Ag and different W atoms (that have
different positions with respect to the surface) were then used for further calculations, performed
by means of the LKKR approach [15] that realizes a relativistic one-step model to compute
angle-resolved PE spectra. This basicallyab initio approach contains, however, two adjustable
parameters that influence the results of the calculation. One of them is the position of the surface
barrier which can affect the energy position of surface states. In our calculation, this barrier was
placed at 60% of the W interlayer distance above the Ag layer in order to shift the bottom of the
Ag 5s-derived band to the energy position observed in the PE experiment. The second parameter
is the imaginary part of the optical potential that describes the damping of the electron wave in
the crystal. This quantity was chosen to be 1 eV for the Ag layer and 5 eV for the W substrate.
The latter value seems to be quite large, since corresponding values for metals usually do not
exceed 2 eV. However, only such a large value resulted in an intensity suppression of W-derived
emissions in the calculated spectra to the same order of magnitude as those observed in the
experimental data. A possible explanation for the (already mentioned above) strong damping of
the W signal can be a slight mismatch between the Ag overlayer and the W substrate caused by
the different radii of the involved atoms. Even small deviations the positions of the Ag atoms
from theirassumedsites will lead to an appearance of an imaginary component of thek vector
of substrate Bloch functions resulting in a reduced intensity of their PE signal. As obvious
from figure4(b), the calculated results agree well with the experimental data. The main spectral
feature is a parabolic-like band that has its maximum intensity at the0 point and undergoes a
splitting for polar emission angles between 10◦ and 15◦. Unfortunately, the LKKR method does
not allow us to assign the predicted spectral features to solid-state electron wave functions.
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Figure 5. (a) Bulk unit cell of W with coordinate system used for symmetry
analysis. (b) Geometry of the PE experiment ink space; escaping photoelectrons
are measured in the(yz) plane probing the electron states along the
0–H -direction in the surface BZ.

4.2. Full-relativistic LMTO method

In order to analyse the electronic structure of the Ag/W(110) system in detail, we performed,
therefore, full-relativistic LMTO calculations for a freestanding two-dimensional Ag monolayer
and for a bulk W crystal. For the latter the resulting energy bands were projected onto the
(110)-plane. In order to facilitate the wave function symmetry analysis, we introduce a
coordinate system related to the geometry of the experiment (see figure5). Thez-axis is taken
along the [001]-direction and they-axis is normal to the (110)-plane. This definition is different
from the coordinate system chosen usually for cubic lattices (with axes along the cube edges)
by a rotation of 45◦ with respect to thez-axis.

Now, the (110)-surface is parallel to the(xz)-plane and emitted electrons are measured
in the (yz)-emissionplane. With these definitionsevenandodd parity functions with respect
to the mirror (yz)-plane may easily be identified as9(−kx, ky, kz) = 9(kx, ky, kz) and
9(−kx, ky, kz) = −9(kx, ky, kz), respectively. Moreover, for the chosen geometry of the PE
experiment,kx = 0 (or, taking into account a finite angular resolution,kx is very small) and
the amplitude of theodd wave functions practically disappears suppressing strongly their
contribution to the transition matrix elements. As a result, the measured PE intensity distribution
reflects energy bands that areevenwith respect to the mirror(yz)-plane.

Figure6(a) shows the calculated energy bands in the free-standing Ag monolayer along the
0–H -direction. PointZ denotes the midway of the0–H distance. In the energy region between
3 eV BE and the Fermi level one observe a free-electron-like parabolic band that is formed
mainly by Ag 5s-derived states. This band reaches the Fermi energy close to theZ point that is
probed in our PE experiment at a polar emission angle of 19◦. In the vicinity of the0 point, the
5s states are hybridized with Ag 4d states (derived mainly from d3z2−r 2 orbitals). This modifies
the shape of the free-electron-like band by increasing the effective electron mass in thisk region.
The contribution of the d states also increases the photoionization cross-section in this region
and is responsible for the observed enhancement of emission intensity of the QW states around
the0 point. At 2 eV BE, the top of the energy band with a hole-like dispersion can be seen that
is derived mainly from dxz orbitals. Since the electron states of this band areodd with respect
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Figure 6. Electronic bands fork|| along the0–H (Z )-direction for a free-standing
Ag monolayer (a), and the bulk W crystal takingk⊥ = 0 (b) andk⊥ equal to
20 or 40% of the0–N distance. Ag 5s-derived states (a) and W 6p-derived
states (b) are denoted by lines through solid dots of diameter proportional to
the contribution of the respective states.

to the mirror plane(yz), they do not interact with electron states of the Ag 5s-derived band that
areevenwith respect to this mirror plane. All other Ag-derived d bands lie at higher BE.

It should be noted that characterization of the band states in terms of the atomic orbitals
means that the respective basis function produces the largest contribution to the Bloch function
for the considered0–H -direction in the surface BZ. Exact symmetries denoted in figure6 could
be assigned to the electronic states only at some high-symmetryk points (e.g.0 point). Then,
the spin–orbit coupling leads to additional mixing of partial waves.

Nevertheless, this symmetry characterization is very useful for analyzing the parity of the
electron states that is retained within the energy band for allk points along the considered
direction in the surface BZ. We consider now the energy band structure of tungsten. Projecting
the bands on the (110)-plane, we take into account only translations parallel to the surface
and fix the value ofk⊥. Since the componentk⊥ is not well defined in ARPES, we have
performed calculations for several differentk⊥ values. The results of these calculations are
presented in figure6(b) and (c). Fork⊥ = 0 one sees at the0 point pure W 5d states split
by the spin–orbit interaction into a dx2−y2-derived state and a twofold degenerated(dxz, dyz)-
derived state. With respect to the(yz)-mirror plane only the dxz-derived state is odd. For
other k points of the0–H -direction the degeneracy of these energy bands is lifted. The
odd dxz-derived band hybridize with the dxy-derived band of the same parity (see the band
splitting at 1 eV BE). Another band splitting visible just below the Fermi level (crossover of
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Figure 7. Superposition of experimentally obtained band map for∼1.5 ML
Ag/W(110) with projected W 6py-derived bands to the W(110)-plane fork||

along0 − H ( Z ) andk⊥ changing from 0 to the full distance between0 and
N points. Diameter of solid dots is proportional to the 6py contributions. Solid
lines denote guides to the eye for dispersion of theQW 1andQW 2subbands.

the dxy- and dx2−y2-derived bands) is caused by spin–orbit coupling. The occupied W d3z2−r 2-
derived states lie outside of the energy region of interest (at 5 eV BE). The parabola-like
band denoted in figure6(b) by solid dots is derived from W 6p states and is two-fold
degenerate (px and py states). The band degeneracy is lifted fork⊥ values different from
zero (see figure6(c)) leading to the appearance of two bands that are odd (px) and even
(py) relative to the mirror plane, respectively (note that py states are oriented perpendicular
to the W(110) surface). Due to their dispersion in thek⊥ direction, these W p bands are
shifted to higher BE when going fromk⊥ = 0 to larger values ofk⊥. The W d bands are
less sensitive to thek⊥ variations. Nevertheless, fork⊥ > 0.40 N the energy gap around the0
point begins to close. A comparison of the calculated bands with the experimental ARPES data
measured for the clean W(110)-surface (see figure2, top panel) indicates that the PE experiment
obviously probes electron states with values ofk⊥ close to the BZ plane crossing the0 point.

Now, we place the Ag monolayer on the W(110)-surface. Thereby a significant charge
transfer due to contact potential is not expected, since the workfunctions of the two metals are
of similar magnitude. The surface potential barrier at the Ag monolayer on the side adjacent to
the W surface is strongly reduced allowing the Ag–W interaction. Certainly, Ag 4d electrons
could create bonding states with 5d electrons of the W atoms in the topmost layer. These states
are expected at BE of 3 eV and higher. In contrast to the spatially strongly localized Ag 4d states,
Ag 5s-derived waves are extended enough to overlap W 5d states even in the second and third
atomic layers. This interaction should affect the parabola-like shape of the Ag 5s-derived band.
In the energy region of interest (about 2–2.5 eV BE) one can observe two types of W bands that
may cross the Ag 5s-derived band, namely, the W 5dxy- and 6p-derived bands. The W dxy band
is odd with respect to the mirror plane-(yz). Therefore, its interaction with theevenparity Ag
5s-originating band is symmetry forbidden. The same is valid for the W px-derived band. Thus,
from symmetry requirements the py-derived energy band of even parity is the only band that is
allowed to hybridize with the Ag 5s-derived band. Obviously, this hybridization is allowed for
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all possible values ofk⊥ because of a breakdown of the periodicity of the crystal at the surface
along the normal direction. In figure7, we combined the experimentally obtained band map
for ∼1.5 ML Ag deposited on the W(110) with projected W py-derived states. For a pictorial
view, we enhanced the intensity contrast of the experimentally observed bands. The projected
W py-derived states form a broad bunch of energy bands crossing in theE(k||) diagram the Ag
5s-derived parabolic band. Interaction between overlayer and substrate states leads to a lifting
of energy degeneracy of symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations and, thus, to the
formation of the broad energy gap reflected in the PE data.

Note also that another significant deviation from free-electron-like behaviour for theQW 2
band is seen close to theZ point within BE range of 0.6–1.3 eV, exactly at the crossover point
of theQW 2band with the even W 5dyz-derived band. The W 5dx2−y2-originating band which
is also even with respect to the(yz)-mirror plane lies mainly between 1 eV BE and the Fermi
level (its tracks can be seen in figure3 or 7). This band does not cross the existing QW bands.

5. Summary

We have observed an energy-gap formation for Ag-derived QW states aroundk points, where
the two-dimensional Ag bands cross the projected bulk bands of the W substrate. This
phenomenon is properly reproduced by the LKKR calculation of the ARPES spectra and
is caused by hybridization of the Ag 5s-derived QW subband with W 6p-originating states
characterized byevenparity with respect to reflection at the emission plane. On the basis of our
results, we conclude that generally observation of an energy-bandgap in the distribution of QW
states may be used to probe the parity of extended bands of the substrate. We believe that this
approach can be applied successfully for detecting the parity of wave functions of electronic
states in strongly correlated electron systems like heavy fermion materials. Even in the case of
the quasi-localized 4f states strong interactions with free-electron-like bands have been observed
in ARPES spectra [2, 16, 17] that lead to gap formation, very similar to the phenomena reported
in the present work.

The symmetry properties of QW states in simple metals, such as Au, Ag, Mg, Al, etc, are
well understood. Therefore, from the possible formation of energy gaps in QW bands direct
conclusions may be drawn about the related properties of substrate bands in strongly correlated
systems that are difficult to handle within anab initio approach due to many body interactions.
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